
MidKnight Society’s captivating, high-energy performances keep the crowd engaged and wanting more. 

 

Formed in 2018, MIDKNIGHT SOCIETY came togather in the City of Victoria B.C. Rapidly the group has 

captivated their community and are ready to grow on a national scale across Canada & The U.S. 

 

The groups core members are Josh Hernandez (Valence), Greg Hernandez (Geebz), Juan Carlos Lopez 

(Spictacular) & their DJ Jorge Navas (DJ Blenz) all grew up together in the Victoria BC. They all found a 

passion for Hip Hop at a tender age, beatboxing and freestyling gaining a reputation in their community.  

 

Like most inner-city kids, they faced challenges in poverty, this is evident in their music. Their songs 

range from soulful overcoming’s, to up beat club hits. No matter how they deliver, you can tell their life 

experiences have molded them into the artists they are today.  

 

After many years of perfecting their craft, they bring to the table a contagious combination of Smooth 

R’n’B, intricate rhymes, and d-boy styles, that truly compliment each other on stage and on record. 

 

They first hit the stage together back in 2007 as a collective under a different name to gain experience 

and learn the basics in the music business. While doing so they gained confidence, along with a strong 

live stage presence. 

 

Their ambitious performances gained them various gigs, they quickly became well known and offered 

opening acts for major artists touring through Victoria. The collective was met with life challenges that 

forced them into hiatus. This gave the artists the opportunity to focus on solo careers. With each 

member being seasoned, as solo artists, they decided to reconnect in 2018, thus forming the group, 

MIDNIGHT SOCIETY 

 

Working hard in the studio, they are more dedicated than ever. Currently finishing their debut album 

accompanied by high-quality music videos, they are taking their city by storm. With high energy live 

performances, they are ready to put their print on Canadian Hip Hop and get their city recognized by the 

rest of the world. 

 

 

 


